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Abstract

This paper describes a multistrategy learning approach
for automatic acquisition of planning operators. The
two strategies are: (i) learning operators by observ-
ing expert solution traces, and (ii) refining operators
through practice in a learning-by-doing paradigm.
During observation, OBSERVER uses the knowledge
that is naturally observable when experts solve prob-
lems, without the need of explicit instruction or inter-
rogation. During practice, OBSERVER generates its
own learning opportunities by solving practice prob-
lems. The inputs to our learning system are: the de-
scription language for the domain, experts’ problem
solving traces, and practice problems to allow learning-
by-doing operator refinement. Given these inputs, our
system automatically acquires the preconditions and ef-
fects (including conditional effects and preconditions)
of the operators.
Our approach has been fully implemented in a sys-
tem called OBSERVER on top of a non-linear planner
PRODIGY. We present empirical results to demonstrate
the validity of our approach in a process planning do-
main. These results show that the system learns op-
erators in this domain well enough to solve problems
as effectively as human-expert coded operators. The
results also show the learned operators are more effec-
tive if both strategies are used, than if only one strategy
is used. Therefore, both learning strategies contribute
significantly to the learning process.

Introduction
Acquiring and maintaining domain knowledge is a key bot-
tleneck in fielding planning systems for realistic domains
(Chien et al. 1995). For example, significant effort has
been devoted to writing and debugging planning operators
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for successful applications of planning systems (desJardins
1994; Chien 1996; Gil 1991).

While considerable research has focused on knowledge
acquisition tools for rule-based systems (see (Boose and
Gaines 1989) for a summary), and some on such tools for
specialized planning systems (Chien 1994), these systems
all require a considerable amount of direct interactions with
domain experts. It is possible to automate the process of
knowledge acquisition when a simulator is available, al-
though there has been little work in this area.

Simulators ate commonly available in areas such as CAD,
robotics assembly planning, manufacturing, process plan-
ning. Simulating is different from planning. Simulators
simply act as simplified surrogates for the real world, by-
passing problems of coping with sensors and physical ef-
fectors. In contrast, planning is the process of generating a
sequence of actions to transform an initial situation into a
goal situation. Planning requires a specific form of knowl-
edge that simulators do not have.

We have developed a multistrategy learning system OB-
SERVER, that automatically transforms simulator knowl-
edge into planning operators that can be used for planning.
Our approach is to learn planning operators by observing
expert solution traces and to further refine the operators
through practice by solving problems in the simulator in a
learning-by-doing (Anzai and Simon 1979) paradigm. Dur-
ing observation, OBSERVER uses the knowledge naturally
observable when experts solve problems, without need of
explicit instruction or interrogation. Learning from observa-
tion allows OBSERVER to bootstrap itself, otherwise since
OBSERVER initially does not have any knowledge about
the preconditions and the effects of the operators, it has
to uses random exploration, which is much less efficient.
During practice, OBSERVER generates its own learning
opportunities by solving practice problems.

The inputs to OBSERVER are:
¯ The description language for the domain. This includes

the types of objects and the predicates that describe states
and operators.

¯ Observations of an expert agent consisting of: !) the se-
quence of actions being executed, 2) the state in which
each action is executed (pre-state), and 3) the state result-
ing from the execution of each action (post-state).
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. Practice problems used by the learning system for practice
in order to further refine incomplete operators.

Given these inputs, our system automatically acquires
the preconditions and the effects of the operators. This
representation is exactly what is required by most operator-
based planners such as STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson 1971),
TWEAK (Chapman 1987), PRODIGY (Carbonell et al.
1992; Veioso et al. 1995), SNLP (McAllester and Rosen-
blitt 1991), and UCPOP (Penberthy and Weld 1992). 
learning method has been fully implemented on top of the
PRODIGY architecture, a complete, state-space, non-linear
planner (Veloso and Stone 1995).

The learning method described in this paper is domain-
independent, although the examples are from the process
planning domain. The process planning task is to generate
plans to produce parts given part specifications, such as
the shape, the size along each dimension, and the surface
quality, by using processes such as drilling and milling.
Different machines, such as drills, milling-machines, and
different tools such as spot drills, twist-drills are available.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first present
a high level view of the learning system, followed by discus-
sions on the issues that arise from learning by observation
and practice. We then describe the detailed algorithm for
learning operators from observation. These initially learned
operators maybe be incomplete and incorrect, they are fur-
ther refined during practice. We describe our algorithms
for planning with incomplete and incorrect operators dur-
ing practice, and our algorithm for refining operators during
practice. Finally we present empirical results and analysis
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the learning system, and
the significance of both learning strategies. We end with
discussions on related work, future work, and conclusions.

Learning architecture overview
OBSERVER’s learning algorithms make several assump-
tions. First, since OBSERVER is operating within the
framework of classical planners, it assumes that the opera-
tors and the states are deterministic. Second, OBSERVER
assumes noise-free sensors, i.e., there are no errors in the
states. And finally, we notice that in most application do-
mains, the majority of the operators have conjunctive pre-
conditions only. Therefore, OBSERVER assumes that the
operators have conjunctive preconditions. This assumption
greatly reduces the search space for operator preconditions
without sacrificing much of the generality of learning ap-
proach.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our learning system
OBSERVER. There are three main components:

Learning operators from observation: OBSERVER in-
ductively learns an initial set of operators from the obser-
vations of expert solutions given very little initial knowl-
edge. Details of the learning algorithm are described in
this paper.

Planning, plan repair, and execution: The initial set of
operators learned from observation can be incomplete
and incorrect in many ways. They are further refined

when OBSERVER uses them to solve practice problems.
Given a practice problem, OBSERVER first generates an
initial plan to solve the problem. The initial plan is exe-
cuted in the environment, resulting in both successful and
unsuccessful executions of operators. OBSERVER uses
these executions as positive or negative training examples
for further operator refinement. The planner also repairs
the failed plans upon unsuccessful executions. The re-
paired plans are then executed in the environment. This
process repeats until the problem is solved, or until a re.
source bound is exceeded. Details of the integration of
planning, execution, and learning can be found in (Wang
1996b).

Refining operators during practice: The successful and
unsuccessful executions generated during practice are ef-
fective training examples that OBSERVER uses to further
refine the initial imperfect operators. Details for operator
refinement during practice are described in this paper.

Issues of learning planning operators
OBSERVER learns STRIPS-like operators that include pre-
conditions and effects (including conditional effects and
preconditions). Figure 2 is an example of such an op-
erator from the process planning domain. Note that in
Figure 2, tnot thas-burrs <part>)| is a negated precon-
dition, meaning that HOL~-WCm-WSE Can only be applied
when (has-~rrs <x,art>) is absent in the state. Also
note that (add (holding-weakly <machine> <hoiding-devlce>

<part> -side>)) and (add (holding ,machine>

,holdiv~-device> <1~art> <side>)) are condi6onal effects,
with their corresponding conditional preconditions be-
ing gshape-oe <part> CYLI2qDR’rCAU| and (shape-of .,:part:.
P.SCTas~’~. Each conditional effect occurs only when its
corresponding conditional preconditions are satisfied.

An important point is that negated preconditions are rare
in most application domains. For example, in our process
planning domain, there are only 25 negated preconditions
among 350 preconditions in the human-expert coded oper-
ators. In many other domains implemented in PRODIGY,
such as the extended-strips domain, there are no negated pre-
conditions. This is because people tend to prefer thinkingin
terms of "something should be true in the state;’ which cor-
responds to non-negated preconditions, to thinking "some-
thing can not be true", which corresponds to negated pre-
conditions. Also, one can easily convert a negated precon-
dition to a non-negated precondition by introducing a new
predicate,

OBSERVER learns operator preconditions by general-
izing from the observed pre-state. In our application do-
mains, the number of facts in the pre-state and post-state
are typically much larger than the number of preconditions
and effects of the corresponding operators. This is because
many facts in the state are not relevant for the operator. For
example, in the process planning domain, the pre-state, or
post-state typically includes 50 to 70 assertions, while an
operator usually has 2 to 6 preconditions or effects. In the
absence of background knowledge for identifying the por-
tion of the world state relevant to the planning operator, it
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Figure 1: Overview of OBSERVER’s learning architecture.

(Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
(preconds ((<hd> VISE) (<side> Side)

(<machine> Machine) (<part> Part))
(and (has-device <machine> <hd>)

(not (has-burrs <part>) 
(is-clean <part>)
(o~-table <machine> <part>)
(is-empty-holding-device <hd> <machine>]
(is-available-part <part>) ) 

(effects
(del (on-table <machine> <part>))
(del [is-available-part <part>) 
(de1 (is-empty-holdlng-devlce <hd> <machine>} 
(if (shape-of <part> CYLXNDRICAL)

(add (holding-weakly
~-machine> <hd> <part> <side>) ) ) )

(if (shape-of <part> RECTANGULAR)
(add (holding

<machine> <hd> <part> <side>) ) ) 

Figure 2: Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE from the process plan-
ning domain. This operator specifies the preconditions and effects
of holding a part with a vise. This is operator OBSERVER learns
after observation and practice.

is computationally expensive to find the maximally specific
common generalization MSCG from the observedpre-state.
In fact, Haussler (Haussler 1989) shows that finding an ex-
istential conjunctive concept consistent with a sequence of
m examples over an instance space defined by, attributes is
NP-complete. Furthermore, he shows that the size of MSCG
can grow exponentially with the number of examples m. Al-
though Haussler notes that heuristic methods for learning
conjunctive concepts can be effective, the existing inductive
algorithms (Vere 1980; Hayes-Roth and McDermott 1978;
Watanabe and Rendell 1990) do not apply well to our op-
erator learning problem. For example, Vere’s counterfac-
tual algorithm (Vere 1980) requires both positive and neg-
ative examples and is not incremental. Hayes-Roth’s inter-
ference matching algorithm (Hayes-Roth and McDermott
1978) uses some complex heuristics to prune the space of
all the matches between two examples, and thus prevent
some operator preconditions from being learned. It also
uses the one-to-one parameter binding assumption that does
not hold for our operator preconditions ( in general, two or

more different variables can be bound to the same object).
Watanabe and Rendell’s X-search algorithm (Watanabe and
Rendell 1990) prunes the search space by using connec-
tivity constraint. However operator preconditions usually
form only one connected component and thus preventing
the heuristic from being effective. FOIL (Quinlan 1990), 
greedy algorithm, does not apply well to our problem either,
because FOIL requires both positive and negative training
instances and it is not incremental.

OBSERVER uses an incremental algorithm to learn an
operator’s preconditions by building a general representa-
tion (G-rep) and a specific representation (S-rep) in a 
ner similar to the version spaces method (Mitchell 1978).
The S-rep is a collection of literals that represents a specific
boundary of the precondition expression being learned. The
S-rep is updated both from from observations and during
practice. The G-rep is a collection of literals that rep-
resents a general boundary of the precondition expression
being learned. The G-rep is initialized to the empty set and
is updated using negative examples OBSERVER generates
during practice.

Learning operators from observation
During learning from observation, OBSERVER first initial-
izes each operator using the first observation for the oper-
ator, then it refines each operator by learning the S-rep of
operators preconditions and the operator effects.

Initializing the operators
Given the first observation of an operator, OBSERVER
initializes the specific representation S-rep to the param-
eterized pre-state of the observation, and the effects of the
operator to the parameterized delta-states. During param-
eterization, objects (except for domain constants) are gen-
eralized to typed variables. Domain constants are given to
OBSERVER as part of the input, they are only generalized
to a variable if OBSERVER notices a different constant in
a later observation. The type for each variable in the op-
erator is the most specific type in the type hierarchy for
the corresponding object. See operator in Figure 6 learned
from one observation in Figure 3 as an example. Note that
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constants wide, rectangular, iron etc are not generalized
to variables. Also note that the operator learned from this
one observation has some extraneous preconditions such as
(size-of d:vl> height 2.75). They will later be generalize
or removed with more observations and/or practice.

(operator hold-wlth-vlse
(pretends ((<v3> Drill) (<v2> 

(<v1> Part) (<v5> Spot-drill))
(and (has-device ’¢V3>" ,<V2>)

(is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)
(holding-tool <v3> <v5>)
(size-of <vl> width 2.75)
(gize-of <vl> height 4.25)
(size-of <vl> length 5.5)
(shape-of <vl> rectangular)
(on-table <v3> <vl>)
(hardness-of <v1> soft)
(is-clean <vl>)
(material-of <vl> copper)
(is-available-part <vl>)

(effects
(add (holding <v3> <v2> <vl> side5))
(del (on-table <v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part <vl>) 
(del (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>) ) )) 

Figure 6: Learned operator HOLD-WITH-VISE when the ob-
servation in Figure 3 is given to OBSERVER. The preconditions
shown in this figure is the S-rep of the preconditions of the operator
HOLD-WITH-VISE.

Learning operators incrementally with new
observations

After initializing the operators from the first observation,
these initial operators are further generalized incrementally
with more observations. OBSERVER refines the corre-
sponding operator with each new observation as follows:
first OBSERVER matches the effects of the operator against
the delta-state of the new observation. The matching pro-
duces partial bindings for variables in the operator. Then
OBSERVER uses the matching results to update the specific
representation S-rep of the operator preconditions. And fi-
nally the effects of the operators are updated.

Learning variable bindings of the operator from
observation

Learning the variable bindings can help reducing the ambi-
guity in finding the mapping between an operator and a new
observation of the operator. OBSERVER learns bindings by
matching the effects of the operator against the delta-state
of the observation. In the presence of ambiguity during
matching, this procedure chooses the mapping between the
operator effects and the delta-states in the observation that
leads to fewer conditional effects being learned. This im-
plies that any effect that is unifiable with a unique element
in the delta-state should be unified with it.

In addition to learning the bindings of the variables in
the effects, OBSERVER generalizes a constant to a variable
if this constant is unified with a different constant in the
bindings. It also generalizes the type of a variable to the

least common ancestor type of the type of the variable in
the operator and the type of the corresponding object in the
bindings.

For example, given the second observation of the op-
erator HOLD-WITH-VISE shown in Figure 7, and the
initial operator shown in Figure 6 that was learned from
the first observation, OBSERVER matches the effects of
the operator against the delta-state of the observation.
(holding <v3> <v2> <vl> sideS) is unified with (holding

milling-machinel vise1 partl side4)toproducebindings=

{part|/.cv’l>, visel/<v2>, miUing-machinsl[<v3>, side4/side$}. The type

of the variable <v3~ is generalized to the least common type
of milling-machine and drill, i.e. Machine, and the constant
side5 is generalized to a new variable ~v4> whose type is
Side.

Updating the S-rep from observations

Figure 10 shows the procedure update_S_rep_from_obs for
updating the S-rep of the operator preconditions given an
observation. OBSERVER updates the S-rep by removing
from it those liter-Is that are not present in the pre-state of
the observation, and by generalizing domain constants to
variables if different constants are used in the pre-state. De-
termining which preconditions in the S-rep are not present in
the pre-state of the observation is non trivial when bindings
for the variables are unknown. In fact, there are multi-
ple generalizations under different mappings of variables
to objects. OBSERVER’s approach is to remove precon-
ditions that are definitely not met in the pre-state (i.e. is
not unifiable with any literal in the pre-state) under all
the possible bindings for the variables in the operator, as
long as they are consistent with the bindings returned by
learn_variable_bindings.

How does OBSERVER know if a precondition is not
unifiable with any literal in the pre-state? For each pre-
condition prec in the S-rep of the operator, OBSERVER
unifies prec, substituted with the bindings returned by
learn_variable_bindings, with every literal in the pre-state
of the observation. For every literal lit in the pre-state, let
0({/t/Pt, 12/P2, ...,/,/Pn}) = unify(lit, (substitute(p, bind-
ings)). We call lit a potential-match ofprec if and only if
lit and prec are unifiable with respect to bindings bindings.
fmd_potential.matches(prec, obs, bindings) finds all the
potential matches for a precondition prec. Ifprec does not
have any potential matches, that is, prec can not be present
in the pre-state no matter what variable bindings are given,
then it is removed from the S-rep. This usually happens
when no literal in the pre-state has the same predicate as
the precondition prec. If prec has exactly one potential
match, then prec is generalized through unification with its
potential-match in the pre-state. Otherwise, prec has several
potential matches, and OBSERVER handles this ambiguity
by keeping prec as it is in the S-rep.

As an example, given the second observation of the op-
erator HOLD-WTTH-VISE shown in Figure 7, and the ini-
tial operator shown in Figure 6 that was learned from the
first observation, and bindings = ~<vl>/partl, <v2>/visel,

<v3>/milling-machine1,side5/side4}, learned by matching
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op-nam~ hold-with-vise

Px-,vta~:

(has-device drill0 vise0)
(on-table drill0 part0)
(is-clean part0)
(is-empty-holding-device vlse0 drill0)
(is-available-table drill0 vise0)
(holding-tool drill0 spot-drill0)
(Is-available-part part0)
(hardness-of part0 hard)
(material-of part0 iron}
(size-of part0 width 2.75)
(size-of part0 height 4.25}
(slze-of part0 length 5.5)
(shape-of part0 rectangular)

Delta-.vta~:
adds:
(holding drill0 vlse0 part0 sideS)

d~s:
(is-empty-holding-device vise0 drill0)
(on-table drill0 part0)
(is-available-part part0)

Figure 3: An observation of the state before and after the ap-
plication of the operator HOLD-WITH-VISE. Many literals in
the pre-states are irrelevant information for applying the operator
HOLD-WITH-VISE.

Figure 4: Pre-scate of observation in Fig-
ure 3. Note that the part is on the table.

DrlllO J

Spot--ddm!

I

Figure 5: Post-state of observation in Fig-
ure 3. Note that the part is being held.

op-name:hold-with-vise

P~-sta~:

(has-device milllng-machine1 vise1)
(on-table milling-machinel partl)
(is-available-table milling-machine1 vise1)
(is-empty-holding-device vise1 milling-machine1)
(is-available-tool-holder milling-machinel)
(is-available-part part1)
(is-clean part1)
(size-of partl length 4)
(size-of partl width 3)
(size-of part1 height 2.25)
(shape-of part1 rectangular)
(hardness-of partl soft)
(material-of partl bronze)

DeOa-sm~:

adds:
(holding milllng-machinel vise1 part1 side4)

dcls:
(is-empty-holdlng-devlce visel milling-machineX)
(on-table milling-machinel part1}
(is-available-part part1)

Figure 7: The 2rid observation of
the operator HOLD-WITH-VISE. The main differences with the
first observation shown in Figure 3 are (1) the machine in use is 
milling-machine instead of a drill, (2) there is no drill-tool being
held by the machine, (3) the part is made of different material, and
has different sizes.

"i’xblel I

Figure 8: Pre-state of observation in Figure 7.
The part is on the table.

Table1 ]

Figure 9: Post-state of observation in Figure 7.
The part is being held by visel.
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procedure: update_S..rep_from..obs

Input: op, obs, bindings
Output: S-top, the updated specific precondition representation

I. for each prec E S-rep)
2. potential-matches(prec) +--

fmd.potentiai_matches( p re c, p re- state( ob s ),bind in g 
3. if potential-matches(prec)=~J
4. then S-rep +- S-rep \{prec}
5. ifpotential-matches(prec) has 1 element
6. then S-rep 6-- (S-rep \{prec})

UgeneraHze(prec, bindings)
7. if potential-matches(prec) has more than I element
8. then do not modify the S-top

Figure 10: Updating the S-rep, a specific boundary of the oper-
ator preconditions, given an observation. This algorithm runs in
polynomial time in terms of the number of literals in the pre-state
or the preconditions.

the effects with the delta-state, OBSERVER computes the
potential-matches for each precondition in the specific rep-
resentation of the operators giving bindings. For example,
there are nopotential-matches for (holding-tool ,-v3> <vS>)
because none of the element in the pre-state has the predi-
cate holding-tool, i.e. for every i in the pro-state unify(i,
(holdlng-tool <v3> <v5>)) = NULL. Here are some ex&-n-
pies of what fmd_potentiaLmatehes returns:

potential-match((holdlng-tool <v3> <vs>)) = 
potential-match( (eize-of <el> width ~. 7s) 
"-{(size-of partl width 3)};

Therefore, ((holdlng-tool <v3> <vS>) is removed from 

rep. (size-of <el> width 2.75) is generalized to (size-of

<el> width <anything>) by unifying it with (slze-of partl
width 3). Since <anything> is not constrained by any other
preconditions in S-rep, OBSERVER learns that the width
of a part can be any value, and therefore is irrelevant
to the operator and is removed from the S-rep. Sim-
ilarly, preconditions (size-of <el> height 2.75), (slze-of
<vl> length 5.5), (materlal-of <vl> copper) are roInOVed

from the preconditions. The modified operator is shown in
Figure I I, along with the extraneous preconditions that are
removed from the initial operator.

Updating the effects from observations

Figure 12 describes the procedure update_effects_from_obs
for updating the effects of the operator from an observation.
OBSERVER first generalizes those effects that have unam-
biguous matches in the delta-state (steps 4-8). Steps 9-17
describes how OBSERVER learns conditional effects. For
every effect of the operator, if it does not unify with any el-
ement in the delta-state of the observation, then it is learned
as a conditional effect. The specific representation of the
preconditions of this conditionai effect is initialized to the S-
rep of the preconditions of the operator (steps 9-12). Every

(operator hold-with-vise
(preconds ((<v3> Machine) (<v2> 

(<el> Part) (<v4> Side))
(and (has-device <v3> <v2>)

(is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-eml:ty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)
(shape-of <%,1> rectangular)
(on-table <v3> <el>)
(is-clean <el>)
(hardness-of <el>" soft)
(is-available-part <v1>)

(effects
(add (holdi.,’u3 <v3> <%-2> <el> <v4>))
(del (on-table <v3> <el>))
(del (is-alrailable-part <el>))
((:)el (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>) ) 

extraneous preconditions:

(holding-tool <’.’3> <vS>)
(size-of <el> width <v6>)
(slze-of <el> height <vT>)
(size-of <el> length <v8>)
(material-of <v1> <el0>)

Figure 11: Learned operator HOLD-W’r’Iq-I-VISE when the ob-
servations in Figures 3 and 7 are both given to OBSERVER. The
preconditions listed here are the literals in the S-rep of the opera-
tor HOLD-WTTH-VTSE. Note that the type of variable <v3 ̄  has
been generalized to Machine.

element in the delta-state that does not unify with any effect
is also learned as a conditional effect (steps 13-17), and
its specific representation for the preconditions of this con-
ditional effect is the parameterized pre-state of the current
observation. OBSERVER does not update the effects that
have ambiguous mappings with elements in the delta-state.

To illus~ate how OBSERVER generalizes an effect, let’s
look at the learned operator HOLD-WITH-VISE as shown
in Figure 6 learned from the first observation, and the sec-
ond observation shown in Figure 7. Matching the effects
of the operator against the delta-state of the observation
generates the following bindings: {ram/<,,1>, visel/<v2>, milfing-
machJnel/<v3>, ,dde4/sideS}. The effect (add (holding <v3> <v2>

<el> si~S))is generalized to (add (holdlrgj <v3> <v2> 
<v4>) ) because the constant s±de5 in the effect is substituted
with a different constant side4 in the delta-state. Other ef-
fects are kept as they are. Also since the mapping between
the effects and the delta-state is unambiguous, no condi-
tional effects are learned. The updated operator is shown in
Figure 11.

The next example illustrates how conditional effects
are learned. Given the third observation shown in Fig-
ure 13, and the operator that are learned from the first
two observations as shown in Figure 11, OBSERVER
matches the effects of the operator against the delta-
states of the third observation and produces bindings
{driil2/<v3>, part2/<vl>, vise2Y<v2>}. Effects (del (on-table

<v3> <vl>)), (del (is-available-part <el>) ), and 

(is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)) have unambiguous

matches in the delta-states, i.e. (del (on-table
drill2 part2)), (de1 (is-available-part part2)), and (del

(is-en~ty-holdlng-devlce else2 drill2)), respectively. 

fect (add (holding <v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>)) is not unifiable
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procedure: update_effects_from_obs

Input: bindings, learned operator op, new observation obs.
Output: modified effects(op).

1. effects ~-- Effects(op).
2. deltas ~-- delta-state(obs).
3. for every e G Effects(op)
4. if there 3 d E deltas s.t. is_unambiguous_pair( e,d)

then
5. e’ ~-- generalize(e, bindings).
6. replacee with e.
6. if e is a conditional effect,

update its conditional preconditions
7. effects ~-- effects \ {e}
8. deltas ~-- deltas \ {d}
9. for every e E effects
10. ifV d E deltas, unify(e, dl) = NULL

then ;:; learning a conditional effects
11. ¢onditional_effeets( op ~-- eonditional.effeets( op ) U e

12. S-rep(e) ~ S-rep(op)
13. for every d E deltas,
14. if V el E effects, unify(el, d) NULL

then ;;; learning a conditional effects
15. new-effect = parameterize( d)
16. conditional_effects( op 

~-- conditional_effeets( op ) U {new-effect}

17. S - rep(new-effect)
~-- parameterlze(pre-state(obs))

Figure 12: Updating the effects of an operator based on the new
observation. Every effect that has a unique match with the delta-
state is generalized according to the match. Every effect that is
not unifiable with any element in the delta-state is learned as a
conditional effect. Every element in the delta-state that is not
unifiable with any effect is also learned as a conditional effect.
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with any literal in the delta-state, and therefore is learned
as a conditional effect of the operator. Delta-state {add
(holding-weakly drill2 vise2 par~2 s£de0)l isnotunifiable
with any effect of the operator, and therefore is parame-
terized and learned as a conditional effect. The resulting
operator with conditional effect is shown in Figure 16.

{operator hold-with-vise
(preconds {(<v3> Machine) (<v2> Vise)

(<vl> Part) {<v4> Side))
(and {has-device <v3> <v2>)

{is-available-table <v3~ <v2>)
{is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)
{on-table <v3> <vZ>~
{is-clean <vl>)
{hardness-of <vl> soft)
{is-available-part <vl>)

{effects (<v6> spot-drill})
(if {and (size-of <vl> diameter 4.75)

(size-of <vl> length 5.5)
(shape-of <vl> cylindrical)
{hardness-of <vl> soft)
{material-of <vl> bronze)
{holding-tool <v3> <v6>})

{add {holding-weakly <v3> <v2> <vl> side0)})
(if {and {shape-of <vl> rectangular)

{has-device <v3> <v2>)
{is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-empty-holdlng-device <v2> <v3>}
{on-table <v3> <vl>)
(is-clean <vl>}
{is-available-part <vl>}

(add {holding <v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>)))
(del (on-table <v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part <vl>})
{dnl (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)))})

©xtraneouspreconditions:

(holding-tool <v3> <v5~)
(size-of <vl> width <v6>)
(size-of <vl> height <vT>)
(size-of <vl> length <vS>)
(material-of <vl> <v10>)
(shape-of <vl> <v11>)

Figure 16: Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE after learning from
observations shown in Figures 3, 7, ! 3. Note the conditional
effects and conditional preconditions.

Planning while learning
The operators learned from observation can be incomplete
and incorrect in several ways. The planning system must
be able to plan using these operators during practice. This
challenges planning in the following ways:

1. Classical planners presume a correct domain model. In
our learning system however, the newly acquired opera-
tors are possibly incomplete and incorrect. How can the
planner generate plans to solve practice problems?

2. Because of incomplete and incorrect operators used dur-
ing practice, the plans generated by the planner may be
incorrect, which in turn may lead to execution failures.
Thus plan repair upon execution failure is necessary. How
can the planner effectively repair the incorrect plan using
incomplete and incorrect operators?

3. How should planning and execution be interleaved so
that the system can solve practice problems effectively
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plrt-$tnfe’:

(has-devlce drill2 vlse2)
(on-table drill2 part2)
{is-available-table drill2 vise2}
{ is-clean part2 )
(is-entry-holding-device vlse2 drill2)
(holding-tool drill2 spot-drill2)
(is-available-part .part2 
(size-of part2 diameter 4.75)
(size-of part2 ler~th 5.5)
(material-of part2 bronze)
(harchless-of part2 soft)
(shape-of part2 cylindrical}

Delta-state:
adds:
{holding-weakly drill2 vise2 part2 sldeO)

deh:
(is-e~ty-holding-device vise2 drill2}

(on-table drill2 ~art2)

(is-available-part part2 

Figure 13: The 3rd observation of the operator
HOLD-WITH-VISE. Note that the effect has "holding-weakly"
instead of "holding" as in previous observations. OBSERVER thus
learns conditional_effects.

Figure 14: Ire-state of observation in Figure 13

Figure 15: Post-state of observation in Figure 13

and concurrently generate learning opportunities for re-
fining operators using incomplete and incorrect domain
knowledge?
Our approach to address the above issues is to use the

G-rep of the operator preconditions for planning. The in-
dividuai plans generated for achieving some top-level goals
achieve the preconditions in the G-rep of each operator, but
do not require achieving preconditions in the S-rep of the
operators. This has the advantage of generating an initial
plan quickly and of generating opportunities for operator re-
finement. While executing an operator in the environment,
there are the following two possible outcomes, generating
negative or positive training instances, respectively, for re-
fining operators.
¯ The first outcome is that the state does not change after

executing op. In this case, we say that op is executed
unsuccessfully.
An operator may execute unsuccessfully because OB-
SERVER achieves the preconditions in the G-rep of each
operator during planning without necessarily achieving
all the preconditions in the S-rep. This inlIoduces the
possibility of incomplete or incorrect plans in the sense
that a real precondition may be unsatisfied. Unsuccessful
executions form the negative examples that OBSERVER
uses for refining operators as discussed in (Wang 1995).
Upon each unsuccessful execution, OBSERVER updates
the G-rep by learning critical preconditions using near
misses of negative examples. OBSERVER also attempts
to generate a repaired-plan. If such a plan is found, OB-
SERVER continues execution using the repaired plan;
otherwise, OBSERVER removes the failed operator and
continues execution with the remaining plan.

¯ The other possible outcome is that the state changes after
executing op. In this case, we say that op is executed

successfully.

Successful executions form the positive examples that
OBSERVER uses for refining operator as described in
(Wang 1995). Note that a successful execution may still
have incorrect predictions of how the state changes due to
the possibility of incomplete operator effects. Upon each
successful execution, OBSERVER updates the S-rep by
removing from it the preconditions that are not satisfied
in current-state, and updates the effects of op if missing
effects are observed in the delta-state of the execution.
OBSERVER then updates the current state and continues
execution with the remaining plan.

Detailed descriptions of the algorithms for planning with
incomplete and incorrect operators and plan repair are de-
scribed in (Wang 1996b).

Refining operators during practice

This section describes how OBSERVER refines operators
using the successful and unsuccessful executions generated
during practice. This involves updating the S-rep of oper-
ator preconditions, learning the G,.rep of the operator pre-
conditions, and updating the effects, including conditional
and conditional preconditions.

Updating the S-rep of.operator preconditions

During observations, OBSERVER cannot observe the bind-
ings for the variables in the operators. However, dur-
ing practice, the bindings are determined during planning.
Therefore, when refining operators during practice, OB-
SERVER no longer needs to learn the bindings through
matching the effects with the delta-state. This eliminates
the ambiguity in the matching process that is necessary for
learning from observations. Therefore, removing extrane-
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ous preconditions from the S-rep of the operator precondi-
tions during practice is relatively straightforward

OBSERVER may also learn negated preconditions upon
unsuccessful executions: if all the preconditions in the S-
tep are satisfied in the pre-state, and the operator fails to
apply, then the failure is due to the existence of negated pre-
conditions. The potentially negated preconditions are those
literals that are true in the pre-state of the execution but are
not specified in the S-rep of the operator preconditions, nor
in the extraneous preconditions previously removed from
the operator. OBSERVER conjectures the negations of
these literals as negated preconditions, and adds them to
the S-rep. Some of the negated preconditions thus added
are extraneous preconditions, and are removed from the S-
rep accordingly using the algorithm for updating the S-rep.

Learning the G-rep of operator preconditions
The G-rep of an operator is learned incrementally as OB-
SERVER confirms elements of the S-rep to be true precon-
ditions of the operator. The G-rep is only updated when the
negative example is a near miss. A near miss is a negative
example where only one literal in the S-rep is not satisfied in
the state. Critical-preconditions are learned from near miss
negative example. A critical-precondition p of an operator
op is a precondition such that there exists a pair of states s~
and s2 that OBSERVER encountered during practice such
that: (1) p is satisfied in sl but not in s2; (2) everything
else in sl and s2 are identical; (3) op is applicable in sl
but not in sz. The G-rep is specialized by adding to it the
critical-preconditions. More details for learning the G-rep
can be found in (Wang 1996a).

Refining operator effects
The procedure for refining operator effects during practice
is very similar to the procedure update_effects..from_obs
described in Figure 12 for updating the effects based on
observations. The main difference is that when learning
from executions, there is no ambiguity in variable bindings,
and therefore learning is more efficient.

Empirical results
The learning algorithm described in this paper has been
fully implemented on top of the PRODIGY4.0 architecture.
In this section, we present empirical results to demonstrate
that OBSERVER learns operators in a process planning well
enough to solve problems as effectively as using human-
expert coded operators in terms of the total number of solv-
able test problems. The human expert coded operators are
encoded in a period of 6 months by an AI expert through
interactions with domain experts. We also present empiri-
cal results to show that both learning from observation and
learning from practice contribute significantly to the learn-
ing process.

Experiment set up

Our experiments include the following three phases:
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I. Learning operators from observation phase, where OB-
SERVER learns operators from expert solutions traces.

2. Refining operators during practice phase, where OB-
SERVER refines operators during practice.

3. Testing phase, where the learned operators are compared
against human expert-coded operators in terms of the
number of solvable problems in a set of randomly gener-
ated test problems.

OBSERVER is implemented in the context of
PRODIGY4.0(Carbonell et al. 1992). PRODIGY4.0 is
a non-linear operator-based planner. There are many choice
points for plannings: choice points for choosing a goal, for
choosing an operator to achieve the goal, etc. In the absence
of control knowledge, PRODIGY4.0’s default strategy is to
always choose the first alternative. This pre-dctermined or-
der is arbitrary but introduces a systematic bias in search
time that we want to factor out. In order for the planner not
to be biased by a pre-determined ordering of operators, we
introduced a random selection mechanism at each choice
point in our experiments, and ran the planner multiple times
to measure average performance.

The effectiveness of the overall learning system

OBSERVER first learns 33 new operators from observed
solutions of 100 problems. Then it is given a set of 180
problems to refine operators from practice. OBSERVER’s
performance on a test set of 34 problems that are different
from the learning problems is measured by the total number
of solvable test problems using the learned operators. We
measure the performance 5 times and computes the aver-
ages at the end of observationk, and after every 15 practice
problems.

Figure i 7 compares the total number of problems solved
using learned operators and expert human-codes operators.
The spikes of the curve are due to the fact that the planner
makes random choices at each decision point. The curve
indicates that after observation and practice, the total num-
ber of solvable problems are the same using OBSERVER-
learned operators or expert human-coded operators.

Previous results given in (Wang 1995) showed that the
learned operators are as effective as the expert human-coded
operators in problem solving according to two other crite-
ria: (i) the average amount of planning time to solve each
problem, and (ii) the average length of the plans generated
to solve each problem.

The role of observation

To evaluate the role of observation, OBSERVER is run mul-
tiple times. During each run, OBSERVER is given the same
problems during practice, but different number of initial ob-
servation problems that are randomly drawn from a fixed set
of observation problems. We measure the total number of
solvable test problems after observation and practice, given
different number of initial observation problems.

Figure 18 shows how the total number of problems that
solvable after the same set of practice problems is given, but
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Figure 17: Total number of solvable test problems as a function
of the number of practice problems in training.

expert solutions traces of different number of observation
problems are given to OBSERVER initially.

The role of practice
In order to demonstrate the role of practice, we show that
OBSERVER is able to learn operators better and faster if
it practices using the planning and plan repair algorithms
described in this paper, after initial operator acquisition by
observation, than if it is given only the observations of expert
solutions of the total sequence of problems (both observa-
tion sequence and practice problems presented as additional
observations).

During evaluation, OBSERVER is first given expert solu-
tions traces for a set of observation problems. OBSERVER
thus learns a set of operators from observation. These oper-
ators may be incomplete and incorrect in a number of ways.
We then compare how OBSERVER refines these learned
operators in the following two scenarios in terms of total
number of solvable test problems.

scenario I: OBSERVER is given a set of problems to prac-
tice. During practice, OBSERVER uses the planning and
plan repair algorithms described in this paper to generate
plans to solve the practice problems, and refines the initial
incorrect and incomplete operators using both successful
and unsuccessful executions.

scenario 2: OBSERVERis given the same set of problems.
However, OBSERVER is only allowed to refine the op-
erators based on the expert solutions for these problems,
and is not allowed to practice searching for its own solu-
tions.

The evaluation of solvable test problems includes the
following two cases:

I. The total number of solvable test problems, including
problems solved where executions failures occur but are
subsequently repaired using our plan repair algorithm.

o

t-

number of observations
--. -- human-expert (~:led opera~rs: average

numan-expert coded operators: one stenderd de~Son (o)
probe sotvecS w~huut taig.m

Figure 18: Total number of problems solvable with the same set of
practice problems, but with different amount of observation before
practice, as a function of the number of initial observation problems
in training. We see that after 80 observation training problems in
the process planning domain, more observation problems do not
significantly increase the solvability. This indicates the right point
to stop learning from observation, and to start practicing.

2. The total number of solvable test problems without exe-
cution failure, and therefore without requiring plan repair.

Figure 19 illustrates the comparison of the learned oper-
ators that are refined through practice (scenario 1), with the
operators that are refined based on observation only (sce-
nario 2), in terms of the total number of solvable problems
in the test set without execution failure. This figure shows
that:
¯ With practice where OBSERVER uses the planning and

plan repair algorithms in this paper, the total number of
solvable test problems without execution failure increases
steadily as the number of training problems increases.

¯ If OBSERVER is only given the expert solution traces of
the same problems~ OBSERVER can not solve any test
problem without failure.

Figure 20 illustrates the comparison of the operators that
are further refined through practice (scenario 1) with the
operators that are learned andrefined based on observations
(scenario 2)only, in terms of the total number of solvable test
problems without execution failure, and therefore without
requiring plan repair. This figure shows that:

¯ In both scenarios, the total number of solvable test prob-
lems increases as the number of training problems in-
creases, whether OBSERVER uses the training problems
for practice or as observations;

s The total number of solvable problems increases much
faster in scenario 1, where OBSERVER practices using
our planning and plan repair algorithms, than in sce-
nario 2, where OBSERVER is only given the expert so-
lution traces of the same problems.
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Figure 19: Total number of solvable test problems without execu-
tion failure during testing, as a function of the number of practice
problems in training. This figure compares the operators learned
from scenario I (OBSERVER practices) with operators learned 
scenario 2 (OBSERVER does not practice, and learns from obser-
vation only). In the comparison, OBSERVER first learns a set of
operators from observation in both scenarios. Then OBSERVER
refines operators from practice in scenario 1, and OBSERVER
learns from observations only in scenario 2.
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Figure 20: Total manber of solvable test problems allowing exe-
cution failure and plan repair during testing, as a function of the
number of practice problerns in training.. This figure compares the
operators learned from scenario i (OBSERVER practices) with op-
erators learned in scenario 2 (OBSERVER does not practice, and
learns from observation only). In the comparison, OBSERVER
first learns a set of operators from observation in both scenarios.
Then OBSERVER refines operators from practice in scenario 1,
and OBSERVER learns from observations only in scenario 2.

The above results can be explained by the fact that
OBSERVER uses the G-rep for planning, and that the
correctness of the plans generated depends on how well
OBSERVER has learned the G-rep. After practice, OB-
SERVER is able to update the G-rep of the operator precon-
ditions based on its own executions (scenario 1). However,
without practice, OBSERVER can never update the G-rep
(scenario 2) m observations of expert solutions do not have
negative examples, and the G-rep can only be made more
specific using negative training examples.

Comparing Figure 20 and Figure 19, we see that in sce-
nario 1 where OBSERVER practice, although the number
of solvable test problems given plan repair during testing
increases faster than without plan repair, the total number
of solvable test problems in both cases for the total num-
ber of solvable test problems are comparable at the end of
learning. However, in scenario 2 where OBSERVER only
learns from observation, more test problems can be solved
where plan repair is used when solving test problems than
if plan repair is not used when solving test problems even at
the end of learning. This indicates that plan repair plays an
important role when solving problems with incomplete and
incorrect operators.

Related work

LEX(Mitchell et al. 1983) is a system that learns heuristic
problem-solving strategies through experience in the do-
main of symbolic integration. It starts with exact precon-
ditions for the operators, but lacks preconditions (control

rules) for when should the operators be applied. The con-
trol knowledge is learned from experience as additional pre-
conditions. OBSERVER is learning the preconditions of
the basic domain operators, not search heuristics, and OB-
SERVER also learns from observations of expert solution
traces.

LIVE (Shen 1994) is a system that learns and discov-
ers from the environment. It integrates action, exploration,
experimentation, learning, and problem solving. However
it does not learn from observing others. LIVE has only
been demonstrated in simplistic domains (e.g. the Little
Prince World with only about 15 possible states), and does
not scale up to large complex domains OBSERVER has
been applied to. LIVE also avoids the complexity of plan-
ning with incomplete and incorrect operators by using a
set of domain-dependent search heuristics during planning.
These heuristics are part of the input to LIVE. OBSERVER
differs in that it deals explicitly with imperfect operators
without relying on any human-coded, domain-dependent
heuristics.

EXPO (Gil 1992) is a learning-by-experimentation mod-
ule for refining incomplete domain knowledge. Learning
is triggered when plan execution monitoring detects a di-
vergence between internal expectations and external obser-
vations. The initial knowledge given to EXPO and OB-
SERVER is different in that EXPO is given operators with
over-general preconditions and incomplete effects, whereas
OBSERVER does not have any knowledge about the precon-
ditions or the effects of the operators. OBSERVER learns
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from observations of expert solution traces that EXPO does
not need to address, since EXPO already starts with work-
able, if incomplete operators. EXPO designs experiments
to determine which preconditions and effects are missing
from the operators. During execution failure, EXPO resets
the problem to its original initial state. This differs from
OBSERVER in that planning, execution, and plan repair
form a closed loop in OBSERVER.

Benson’s system (Benson 1995) learns actions models
from its own experience and from its observation of a do-
main expert. Benson’s work uses an action model formal-
ism that is suited for reactive agents, which is different from
STRIPS operators. It does not have a complicated planning
and plan repair mechanism, and relies on an external teacher
when an impasse is reached.

In DesJardins’ work (dedardins 1994), users enter par-
tiaily specified operators that reflect a rough description of
how a subgoal may be solved. These operators usually have
predicates with underspecifiad arguments. The learning
system inductively fills these in by generalizing from feed-
back from evaluation models and from the user’s planning.
OBSERVER differs in that it starts with minimal initial
knowledge, and must learn the preconditions themselves as
well as the arguments in each precondition.

Future work and conclusions
We have presented a novel multistrategy learning method to
automatically learn planning operators by observation and
practice. Unlike previous approaches, our approach does
not require a considerable amount of direct interactions with
domain experts, or initial approximate planning operators,
or strong background knowledge. We have shown that our
system learns operators in a large process planning domain
well enough to solve problems as effectively as human-
expert coded operators, and that both strategies, i.e., learning
operators from observation, and refining operators during
practice, contribute significantly to the learning process.

Future work involves extending the learning algorithms
to handle uncertainty in the domains. There are several
sources of uncertainties that are possible in a domain. The
first is perception noise in which observation of states may
be incorrect-- some properties may be missing in the obser-
vation, while some maybe erroneously observed, and others
incorrectly observed. The second form of uncertainties is in
the operators -- operators may have effects that occur only
with certain probability in a manner not fully predictable
by the planner. The third type of uncertainty comes from
external exogenous events that change the state.

In order to develop a learning system to handle uncer-
tainty in the domain, one must first study what types of
noise is present. Assuming no noise in the domain enables
OBSERVER to converge fast in complex domains (e.g. two
to three hundreds problems suffices for the learning to con-
verge in the complex process planning domain). However,
our framework for learning operators from observation and
practice is still valid for acquiring operators in the pres-
ence of noise. The learning algorithm can be extended to
handle noise by, for example, maintaining an occurrence

count of each literal in the pro-state of the observations or
practice, and only removing preconditions from the specific
representation of the corresponding operator if the occur-
rence count is lower than a pre-specified frequency (the
frequency is a function of the maximal level of noise the
system will tolerate), and only adding a precondition to the
general representation if the occurrence count is higher than
a pre-specified frequency. But the learning rate will be much
slowerif there is noise in the domain. Some recent work has
started research along this direction (Oates and Cohen 1996;
Tae and Cook1996). However, these approaches have only
been applied to simple domains.

Our work makes two major contributions. First, it demon-
strates that inductive learning techniques can be applied eL
fectively to the problem of learning complex action descrip-
tions - an open question for the machine learning commu-
nity. Second, our work on automatic learning of planning
operators provides a good starting point for fielding planning
systems as it addresses a key bottleneck for this endeavor,
namely, the knowledge acquisition problem.
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